Annex B
Representation in Support

This is Clapham BID

21 September 2020
Statement on Behalf of This is Clapham Business Improvement District (BID)
This statement is made on behalf of the This is Clapham Business Improvement District in
relation to a new premises licence application by Ashley Letchford in relation to the property
at 15-16 Lendal Terrace in Clapham.
Since 2014 the Clapham BID has invested significant resources in the area to better manage
Clapham High Street at night. This consists of a warden service every Friday and Saturday
night between 9pm and 5am, the Hub Safe Haven at the Methodist Church and a new
cleansing service every Sunday morning.
The Clapham BID works in partnership with the Metropolitan Police, Lambeth Council and
the Safer Business Network and has supported the roll out of the BCRP radio network
across 42 businesses and regular, well attended Friday night briefings for licensed premises.
This partnership led approach has resulted in fewer ambulance callouts, reductions in crime
and ASB, improved engagement with local businesses and a cleaner better maintained
public realm.
In 2016 the partnership won a silver at the Met Police Pop Awards, it has been recognised
by the Home Office as an example of best practice and is included as an example of best
practice within the Mayor of London’s Culture and the Night Time Economy Supplementary
Planning Guidance document published in April 2017.
The property at 15-16 Lendal Terrace was granted a premises license in 2006, many years
prior to the creation of the Clapham BID in October 2014 and the license was transferred in
2014 to the Jam Tree, a venue located in Clapham Old Town.
The property at 15-16 Lendal Terrace is on the fringes of the Clapham night time economy,
which is most intensive in the centre of the High Street. In the last 6 years of running the
Clapham BID and managing a warden service I do not recall a single incident on a Friday
and Saturday night that required wardens to assist the venue, nor have the Clapham BID
wardens reported any concerns to me about any aspect of the venue and how it is managed.
In 2016 and 2017 the premises entered the Clapham Best Bar None Awards and both times
passed the assessment criteria. As far as I am concerned the venue has for many years
provided a safe environment where members of the public can consume alcohol and
participate in licensed entertainment.
My understanding is that the company entered Creditors Voluntary Liquidation in August
2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The previous operator, Ashley Letchford (Director of
the Jam Tree) is the applicant who has run venues in the Borough of Lambeth and across
London for many years. The office staff who support the operation have been furloughed
and the application to transfer the license from the Jam Tree Ltd to Ashley Letchford did not
take place within the required timeframe.

The covid-19 pandemic has placed huge pressure on the hospitality industry and it seems
unnecessary to compound this issue further, when the authorities need to be supporting
businesses to help lead the economic recovery.
On this basis the Clapham BID is happy to support the venue in its request to have their
license reinstated on the same terms that previously existed.

Jeremy Keates,
Manager This is Clapham BID.

Representations Against

AS- Lambeth Licensing & Night
Time Economy Team
Civic Centre, 3rd Floor,
6 Brixton Hill,
SW2 1EG
13th October 2020
Contact: PC Mike Constable
Miss Bina Patel
Licensing Manager
Lambeth Borough Council

RE: New Grant, Arch 365, 15 – 16 Lendal Terrace, SW4 7UX
Dear Miss Bina Patel.
I write on behalf of the Commissioner of police for the Metropolis to make
a representation on the grounds of the following Licensing Objectives;




The prevention of crime & disorder.
Public Safety.
The prevention of public nuisance.

The applicant has requested the following:
Films
Friday - Sunday
Monday - Thursday

12:00 - 09:00
19:00 - 21:00

Live Music
Thursday
19:00 - 00:00
Friday & Saturday
Monday - Wednesday

19:00 - 00:00
19:00 - 21:00

Recorded Music
Thursday
10:00 - 01:00
Sunday
08:00 - 00:00
Friday & Saturday
Monday - Wednesday

08:00 - 03:00
10:00 - 00:00

01:00 on Bank Holiday Sundays, Mondays, Thursday Prior to Good Friday and Christmas Eve 6am
New Years Eve

Late Night Refreshment
Thursday
23:00 - 01:00
Sunday
23:00 - 00:00
Friday & Saturday
Monday - Wednesday

23:00 - 03:00
23:00 - 00:00

01:00 on Bank Holiday Sundays, Mondays, Thursday Prior to Good Friday and Christmas Eve 6am
New Years Eve
Supply of Alcohol
Thursday
10:00
Friday
10:00
Saturday
08:00
Sunday
08:00
Monday - Wednesday

- 01:00
- 03:00
- 03:00
- 00:00
10:00 - 00:00

01:00 on Bank Holiday Sundays, Mondays, Thursday prior to Good Friday and Christmas Eve 6am
New Years Eve
Location
This application is located within Clapham (this is defined as a district centre), and is
referenced in London Borough of Lambeth’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2019 – 2024
appendix 7 refers.
This premises is located within a Cumulative Impact Zone (CIZ) as referenced in the
policy, section 13 refers. There are also residential properties directly opposite.
This used to be the premises Fu Man Chu.
Statement of Licensing Policy
I would like to notify the committee the expectation for applicants as per the policy:
1.9 Each new licence application or an application for a variation of an existing licence will
be considered on its own merits. This means that decisions will take into account the specific
details in each case, including the proposed venue and the way it will operate, or proposed
changes to an existing venue and/or its operation, as well as the context in which it operates.
5.2. Therefore, how applicants communicate the promotion of the licensing objectives in
their operating schedule and application is essential for the full consideration of the
application by the Authority.
5.3. Providing a full and detailed operating schedule as part of the application will make it
clearer as to how the applicant will promote the licensing objectives. Applicants are expected
to:
 demonstrate knowledge of the local area when describing the steps they propose to take in
order to promote the licensing objectives;

 undertake enquiries about the area in which the premises are situated to inform the content
of the application;
 obtain sufficient information to enable them to demonstrate, when setting out the steps
they propose to take to promote the licensing objectives, that they understand:
a) the layout of the local area and physical environment including crime and disorder
hotspots, proximity to residential premises and proximity to areas where children may
congregate;
b) any risks posed to the local area by the applicants’ proposed licensable activities;
c) any local initiatives (for example, local crime reduction initiatives or voluntary schemes
including local taxi-marshalling schemes, street pastors and other schemes) they propose to
put in place which might help to mitigate any potential risks.
5.5. Demonstrated knowledge about the locality will assist applicants when determining the
steps that are appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. For example,
premises within close proximity to residential premises should consider how this will impact
upon their smoking, noise management and dispersal policies, to ensure the promotion of the
public nuisance objective. Applicants must consider all factors which may be relevant to the
promotion of the licensing objectives, and where there are no known concerns, to
acknowledge this in their application.
5.7. It is also expected that applicants will canvass the views of their neighbours and local
residents as this can clear up any ambiguities and develop a relationship based on mutual
cooperation before an application is made. This may be facilitated by making direct contact
with neighbours and any local group that represents residents or businesses. This will also
assist the applicant by giving an understanding at the outset of what the community believe is
acceptable in their area.
6.1. Two general principles have been identified which are noted throughout the Statement of
Licensing Policy and are outlined here clearly as general principles that will be taken into
consideration for all licensing applications.
All licensing applications are expected to show:
a). That applicants have a clear understanding of the locality in which they are
operating or intending to operate and that this has been taken into account in the
application, any voluntary conditions proposed and for these to be set out clearly within
the operating schedule.
The applicant has just proposed old conditions on the previous premises license, this is not
satisfactory. As can be seen they are dated and inadequate.
Cumulative Impact Zone

I would like to remind the committee with regards to this:
The Queen on the application of Westminster City Council v Middlesex Crown Court
[2002] EWHC 1104 (Admin) (“Chorion”)
High Court approval of cumulative impact policies came in the Chorion litigation the
language of the Crown Court judge (as summarised by the High Court) is instructive:

“The first question was whether, notwithstanding the applicant was a fit and proper
person and the premises would be well managed, a … licence could be refused on the
sole ground that the area was already saturated with licensed premises… and that the
cumulative effect of the existing premises was impacting adversely on the area to an
unacceptable degree. The answer to this [is] ‘yes’.”
The area is grossly over populated with bars, nightclubs, etc there is no need for any more
vertical drinking establishments in the vicinity. Clapham is at breaking point.
Night Time Economy
Lendal Terrace is within this cumulative impact zone and (at time of writing) there are a
total of 45 licensed premises in Clapham High Street alone.
Clapham has a renowned night time economy as a result it unfortunately suffers from
high intoxication levels. This has led to alcohol related crime taking place. Ranging
from sexual assaults, violence against the person, thefts, robberies, etc
This is of concern for Police, intoxication levels have been mentioned at weekly briefings
delivered by Police to Licensed Premises fortnightly on Friday at 8pm. (This has
recently stopped due to Covid 19 and electronic communications are sent instead).
The Metropolitan Police have Operation Equinox running, which is a Police led operation
in which officers conduct high visibility patrols across London. Police officers are
engaging with night-time economy users and premises management in a drive to reduce
the number of people being put at risk harm. This is to reduce the violence with injuries
directly related to alcohol. An increase in hours for this premises will strain Police
resources, and most likely Ambulance Services as well.
We are all aware of the increase in violence within London, and the Metropolitan Police
Service have recently announced the Violence Suppression Unit to combat this.
Serious violence and disorder has taken place in the area, and previously near the
Clapham North end. This has included people armed with offensive weapons, violent
assaults, and even violent disorder.
These figures are taken from Institute of Alcohol Studies are worth consideration:


In 2013/14, just over half of all violent crime victims believed their attacker to be
under the influence of alcohol (= approx. 704,000 incidents). 6



76% of police have received an injury through dealing with drunken members of
the public, with 65% injured on multiple occasions. 10



22% of police report having been injured five or more times by drunken people
whilst on duty; 41% report having being sexually harassed or assaulted by
drunken people whilst on duty. 10



The Government estimates that alcohol-related crime and social disorder costs
England £11bn per year (at 2010/11 prices). 11



The specific cost of binge drinking on police arrests has been estimated at £0.94
billion; binge drinking has increased the average number of alcohol-related arrests
by 45% (= 786 additional arrests per day nationally). 12



The number of officers on duty must be increased by around 30% at weekends as
a direct result of binge drinking, carrying an estimated cost of £31 million. 12



Police and the justice system spend £1.7bn every year responding to alcoholrelated crime. 13



Alcohol licensing has cost local authorities approx. £183 million in the 10 years
since the Act was introduced (= £1.5 million of taxpayers’ money per month). 14

The full report can be read here:
http://www.ias.org.uk/uploads/Alcohols_impact_on_emergency_services_full_report
.pdf
Conclusion


Clapham High Street is saturated. The cumulative impact of licensed premises in
the area is having a negative effect. One which the residents should not have to
put up with, nor should emergency services & stakeholders.



Application submitted does not address fully how they will not have a negative
impact to Clapham High Street. This is another vertical drinking establishment.



Accepted this applicant was previously operating in the area, however this is a
new grant and should be treated as such. The application does not address how
they will not make a negative impact. Regardless, the Case Law of ‘Chorion’ is
clear that an outright refusal can be granted due to the saturation of licensed
premises – especially vertical drinking establishments.

It is recommended that this application should not be granted as this will have a negative
impact to all.
This is deemed appropriate to the premises and in the spirit of the Licensing Act 2003.
Yours sincerely,
Mike Constable | PC 1596AS - Licensing & Night Time Economy Team |
Address Civic Centre, 3rd Floor, 6 Brixton Hill, SW2 1EG
6. Office for National Statistics (2015), ONS Nature of Crime Tables, 2013-14 – Violence, Table 3.11.
10. IAS Police Service Survey results (4,022 participants) available at http://www.ias.org.uk/What-we-do/IAS-reports.aspx

11. House of Commons Health Committee, Government’s Alcohol Strategy (HC 132, 2012-13), Written evidence from
the Department of Health (GAS 01).
12. James, J. & Francesconi, M. (2015), The cost of binge drinking in the UK. Bath: Institute for Policy Research,
University of Bath.
13. Leontaridi, R. (2003) Alcohol misuse: how much does it cost?. London: United Kingdom Cabinet Office, p. 59
14. Local Government Association (2015), LGA responds to Government decision to reject locally-set licensing fees
[Press release]. [Available: http://www.local.gov.uk/web/guest/media-releases//journal_content/56/10180/7048782/NEWS#sthash.BVcZZjIX.dpuf ] [Accessed 13 October 2015].

Fu Manchu, 15-16 Lendal Terrace, London, SW4 7UX (20/00311/PRMNEW)
As a responsible authority under section 13(4) of the Licensing Act 2003 as amended under the
Police and Social Responsibility Act 2011, the Licensing Authority have considered your application in
full. The Licensing Authority has concerns in relation to this application and how the premises would
promote the following Licensing Objectives:
• Public Nuisance
• Prevention of Crime & Disorder
• Public Safety
• Protection of Children from Harm
Cumulative Impact Zone (CIZ) Policy
In accordance with the council’s statement of Licensing Policy, Page 58 Appendix 10 the premises fall
within the area designated as an area of special interest in Clapham.
The policy creates a rebuttable presumption that any new applications for premises licences or club
premises certificates, along with any major variations that could impact negatively on the licensing
objectives will be refused, unless the applicant can demonstrate that there will be no negative
impact on any of the licensing objectives.
Classification of Premises and Area within the policy
Appendix 6 page 49 of the Policy describes the premises as a bar due to a mix of food and alcohol
consumption, where alcohol is available without a food purchase.
As well as being located within the Clapham CIZ, it is also noted that the premises is located directly
opposite residential properties.
Proximity to residential accommodation is a general consideration with regard to the prevention of
public nuisance. The Authority will treat each case on its individual merits, however, stricter
conditions will generally be considered on premises licences in areas that have denser levels of
residential accommodation or residential accommodation in close proximity to them. This may
include the Authority considering an earlier terminal hour than that proposed by the applicant. This
is regardless of the designation assigned to the area in which the premises is situated under this
policy, i.e. as a Major or District Town Centre. In such cases and where relevant representations are
received, the Licensing Authority will have regard to the potential for, and the risk of, nuisance
occurring to nearby residents, particularly when considering an application which proposes the
conduct of licensable activities after the hours indicated in Appendix 5 of the Policy. It is important
to stress that the terminal hours set out in Appendix 5 are intended as guidance only. The Licensing
Authority may recommend or agree an earlier or later terminal hour where this is considered
appropriate.
According to the current Licensing Policy, Appendix 1 page 46, the hours recommended in the policy
for this kind of business in residential area is 11:00 - 23:00 hours Monday to Sunday.

History of the premises
This premises previously held a premises licence reference 15/00058/PRMTRN (Prem138) which
lapsed on the 5th August 2020, following the licence holder, The Jam Tree (UK) Ltd – reg. 07450846;
going into voluntary liquidation. At the time of the licence lapsing, there are outstanding annual fees
which was due on the 24th November 2019, which remain unpaid.
The applicant of this new application Mr Ashley Letchford, is one of the company directors of The
Jam Tree (UK) Ltd and the Designated Premises Supervisor of the lapsed licence.
Mr Ashley Letchford appears to have a link to the premises trading as Aquum, which is located at 6870 Clapham High Street, SW4 7UL. One of the directors for Aquum is also a director of The Jam Tree
Ltd which changed its registered address on 16th January 2020 to the address for Aquum. This was
subsequently changed again on 1st September 2020 from Aquum 68-70 Clapham High Street to the
appointed liquidators address, following the company’s decision to into voluntary liquidation.
The Licensing Authority has previously dealt with Mr Letchford in respect of complaints made from
the previous licence. The most recent enforcement issues brought to the Licensing Authorities
attention since February 2019 are as follows:
Fu Manchu 15/00058/PRMTRN (Prem138) (Appendix A)
• On 11th February 2019 a complaint relating to noise nuisance. A letter was sent to the
premises dated 14th February 2019 bringing this to their attention.
• On the 2nd March 2019 a member of the Public Protection (Noise) Team visited the premises
and found the noise levels from music and people to be loud.
• On 3rd January 2020 a complaint relating to noise and anti-social behaviour was received by
Public Protection (Noise) Team.
Mr Letchford appears to now seek a new premises licence to replicate the authorisation permitted
under the previously licence he held.
Application
This application is seeking the following activities and hours:
Films
Monday - Thursday
Friday - Sunday

19:00 - 21:00
12:00 - 21:00

Live Music
Monday - Wednesday
Thursday - Saturday

19:00 - 21:00
19:00 - 00:00

Recorded Music
Monday - Wednesday
Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

10:00 - 00:00
10:00 - 01:00
08:00 - 03:00
08:00 - 00:00

Non-Standard Timings: 01:00 on Bank Holiday Sundays & Mondays; Thursday prior to Good Friday
and Christmas Eve; 6am New Year’s Eve
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Late Night Refreshment
Sunday - Wednesday
Thursday
Friday & Saturday

23:00 - 00:00
23:00 - 01:00
23:00 - 03:00

Non-Standard Timings: 01:00 on Bank Holiday Sundays & Mondays; Thursday prior to Good Friday
and Christmas Eve; 6am New Year’s Eve
Supply of Alcohol
Monday - Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

10:00 - 00:00
10:00 - 01:00
10:00 - 03:00
08:00 - 03:00
08:00 - 00:00

Non-Standard Timings: 01:00 on Bank Holiday Sundays & Mondays; Thursday prior to Good Friday
and Christmas Eve; 6am New Year’s Eve
Conclusion
This is a new application within our policy’s Cumulative Impact area. The hours sought are far
excessive than those recommended within our policy. Whilst applicant has offered conditions
which appeared on the lapsed licence to be added to the new licence, unfortunately, it is our view
that these do not go far enough to promote the Licensing Objectives. The conditions offered, in parts
are somewhat outdated and some bear no relevance to the application submitted. For example, The
applicant has offered the following condition:
The number of persons accommodated at any one time within the area, to which this licence
relates, shall not exceed the 200 persons. (The accommodation figure is subject to 2 settee's and 2
armchairs being remove from the premises until these are removed the accommodation figure shall
be restricted to 170 persons)
The plan submitted with the application show significant changes made to the layout of the
premises from the plan attached to the lapsed licence, with no reference to said furniture
referenced in the condition above which appears may not to relate in part to this application.
We have received complaints of nuisance and anti-social behaviour from these premises, which has
previously been identified to the licence holder and yet failed to be addressed, resulting in further
complaints. It is to be noted that the premises may not have been trading due to the government
restriction following Covid 19 and as such, we may have received further complaints should the
premises have traded under normal circumstances.
This is not a new applicant seeking to replicate a licence which previously existed but the licensee
and DPS of the lapsed licence seeking to replicate the licence in his sole name.
The licensing Authority has previously had concerns about the way the premises was previously
managed and has little confidence that if the application is granted, Mr Letchford will be able to
manage the premises in relation to promoting the licensing objectives. The premises falls within the
3

Clapham CIZ and our policy has a rebuttable presumption that any new applications for premises
licences could impact negatively on the licensing objectives will be refused, unless the applicant can
demonstrate that there will be no negative impact on any of the licensing objectives.
This is a new application within the CIZ and the application does not demonstrate how the licensing
objectives will be maintain and the Authority has no confidence in the applicant and therefore
cannot be satisfied that they will successfully uphold the licensing objectives and recommends that
the applicant be refused.
Miss Bina Patel
Licensing Manager
9th October 2020
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Appendix A
Thomas Dunn
Subject:

FW: Prem138 Fu Manchu Arch 635 16 Lendal Terrace SW4

-----Original Message----From: LambethCouncil
Sent: 11 February 2019 16:15
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Form submission from: Comment on a licensed premises - form
Submitted on Monday, February 11, 2019 - 16:15 Submitted by user: Anonymous Submitted values are:
Do you want to make a complaint or report a correction? Make a complaint
==Tell us about the premises==
Premises name: Fu Manchu Bar
Premises address: 15-16 Lendal Terrace SW4 7UX
What is your complaint? Excessive weekend music noise late at
night until 3AM impacting on local residents. VERY heavy bass
sounds coming from poorly sound insulated premises.
Attach photo evidence to support your complaint:
Photo 2:
Photo 3:

==Your details==
Your name: Mick Bond
Your telephone number:
Your email address:

Are you a: Lambeth resident

1

Appendix A

Your Ref:
Our Ref: Prem138
14th February 2019
Ashley Letchford
The Jam Tree (UK) Ltd

Dear Ashley Letchford,
LICENSING ACT 2003 – Fu Manchu, Arch 635, 16 Lendal Terrace London SW4 7UX
I refer to the licence in respect of the above mentioned premises. A complaint has been
received with allegations of a heavy bass. This disturbance is taking place at weekends until
03am. The allegations are also of noise leakage due to poor insulation causing public
nuisance to nearby residents.
I have reviewed the premises licence and can see that there are 5 relevant conditions. Please
ensure that all the conditions on the premises licence are being adhered to.
1. An approved sound limiting device shall be installed within the premises to control all
power outlets all performers must plug into that system which shall be set at a cut out
level determined by the Council and maintained at the set level by the licensee.
2. Noise from amplified music shall not increase the night time background noise level in
any one third octave centre frequency band, when measured one metre in front of the
nearest residential or noise sensitive premises in Lendal Terrace.
3. All fire exit doors must be available for use i.e. not locked, held open with any
equipment or implement, obstructed, or inmpinged in any way throughout the time the
premises are opened.
4. Should a future noise nuisance be confirmed to be emanating from the premises the
licensee will be required to carry out the following sound insulation work:a. Replace the existing front glazed façade with secondary glazing.
b. Install a graphic equaliser to control low frequency music.
Licensing
Public Protection Public Protection & Regulatory Services
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG
Page 1

5. The shutter in front of the emergency exit on to Lendal Terrace must be locked in the
open position at all time the premises is in use and open to the public.

As a licensee, it is your responsibility to promote the Licensing Objective of prevention of
public so as to not to cause nuisance to the properties nearby.
Please note that a premises licence in effect, could be reviewed by residents and responsible
authorities on the grounds of any of the Licensing objectives.
Licensing officers will be visiting the premises in order to investigate. Should officers observe
any breaches of a licence during their visit, then further enforcement action will be taken,
which may include prosecution
A breach of a premises licence is an offence liable to a maximum fine of £20,000 and or six
months imprisonment if found guilty by a Magistrate Courts.
If you have any questions regarding the above matters, please do not hesitate to contact me
on the numbers below.
Yours faithfully

Sarah Williams
Licensing Officer
Email:sgwilliams@lambeth.gov.uk
Telephone: 020 7926 6141

Licensing
Public Protection Public Protection & Regulatory Services
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG
Page 2

Appendix A
Thomas Dunn
Subject:

FW: Prem138 Fu Manchu Arch 635 16 Lendal Terrace SW4

From: Anderson-Cottee,Nicholas
Sent: 02 March 2019 04:34
To: Vacciana,Daniel <DVacciana@lambeth.gov.uk>; Williams,Sarah G <sgwilliams@lambeth.gov.uk>
Cc: Popoola,Israel <IPopoola@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: Prem138 Fu Manchu Arch 635 16 Lendal Terrace SW4
Sarah
Attended tonight, my notes below, and observations on individual license conditions in red below.
Arrived at 01.15.
LAM clearly audible. Heavy bass, thumping beat. Sitting in car outside, car vibrating and clearly felt. Windows up and
noise from music/Bass audible.
Standing by residential properties opposite, music not heard over sound of traffic, but beat significantly heavy.
Vibrations significant through pavement. Bass significantly increases as front doors opens, and people in and out.
When no traffic, clearly hear windows vibrating and rattling in frame.
Two SIA. Smoking area to side. Noise from voices significantly loud. 12 people and shouting and talking loudly.
Spoke to SIA Ashley. Gave advice. He stated there is a working limiter.
Stated I would submit report, and advised to keep noise down.

Nicholas Anderson-Cottee
Public Protection Officer
Public Protection & Regulatory Services
Environment Directorate
Resident Services

phone: 020 7926 3089
mobile: 07903 845043
email: NAnderson-Cottee@lambeth.gov.uk
Items by post should be sent to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection & Regulatory Services, PO Box 734, Winchester SO23 5DG
Items for courier or hand delivery should be delivered to:
London Borough of Lambeth, Public Protection & Regulatory Services, Civic Centre, 6 Brixton Hill, LONDON, SW2 1EG
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Appendix A
Thomas Dunn
Subject:

FW: Form submission from: Report anti-social behaviour or hate crime

From: LambethCouncil
Sent: 04 January 2020 14:12
To: PPDutyDesk <PPDutyDesk@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Form submission from: Report anti-social behaviour or hate crime

Submitted on Saturday, January 4, 2020 - 14:11 Submission reference: 429515 Submitted values are: About
the issue
What would you like to report?



Noise
Public nuisance

Name of perpetrator (if known) Last days of disco
Address of perpetrator
15-16 lendal terrace
clapham
lambeth
sw4 7ux
United Kingdom
Have you reported this before? No
Tell us as much as you can about the incident you are reporting
most fri/sat nights around 3-4am when last days of disco close their customers congregate outside making
large amounts of noise and generally being a nuisance, Several times this year i've had to call the police as
large groups of young adults have been casuing a nuisance. On one occasion a large fight happened
involving around 20 males some of these males were severly assaulted resulting in several arrests.
This occurs on almost a weekly basis. Its clear that when last days of disco close they make no attempt to
disperse theirs crowds or control noise levels! Given that they are sitauted in a residential area they have a
duty of care to ensure that their neighbours are not distured or at least keep any disruption to a minimum
however this clearly isnt the case with some of their customers still hanging around outside well after the
venue has closed.
i look forward to your response
When did the incident happen? Fri, 03/01/2020
What time did the incident happen? 3:00 am
About you
Your name P Temple
Your address
clapham
london
United Kingdom
Your telephone number
Your email
Your housing status Private tenant
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Thomas Dunn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Larrier, Waveney:
10 October 2020 21:31
Licensing
Ref: 20/00311/PRMNEW OBJECTION TO A LICENCE APPLICATION

Dear Sirs,
Fu Manchu Arch 635, 15-16 Lendal Terrace, London SW4 7UX
Ref: 20/00311/PRMNEW
I am writing to register my objection to the application for a Premises Licence by Fu Manchu
Arch 635, 15-16 Lendal Terrace, SW4 7U. The basis for this opposition is that granting a
licence will not promote the licensing objectives, but cause anti social behaviour, noise
nuisance, litter and not help the mental wellbeing of the residents who live on Lendal
Terrace.
Fu Manchu Arch 635 is situated on a small one way road with only 11 houses, the business is
not compatible with this road. The application proposes to sell alcohol seven days a
week. Granting a licence would encourage loitering, noise, anti-social behaviour and
littering. Cups are left on the road, or on the residents window panes, not to mention the
wheelie bins being pushed over and people urinating and vomiting on the road.
I have to sleep with ear plugs in to try and block out the noise which comes from the club
when they are open. The music coming from the club is nosey and I can hear the base in my
house. When I call over there to request they turn it down, they agree but do not do it. I
have enjoyed the peace and quiet since their previous license lapsed! Sleeping with ear
plugs is not healthy. I often wake up with an headache from wearing them all night. No one
should have to live like this. I have been living on Lendal Terrace for 39 years!
When they are open, their customers are out in the street screaming and shouting, in their
cars with music blasting out, or smoking outside my house and on my window pane. As an
non-smoker, I do not appreciate smoke coming into my house. The customers also have a
habit of sitting on the residents cars or blocking the road when getting in and out of their
cars/cabs. What with the recent Lambeth LTN (Low Traffic Neighbourhoods Scheme), Lendal
Terrace has become even busier and the constant traffic and horn blowing is disturbing to
say the least.
I have tried to engage with the owner, Mr Ashley Latchford, however he is very ignorant and
rude as he is not concerned about the residents on Lendal Terrace. The bouncers do nothing
to help, as they are normally part of the problem flirting and engaging with the customers,
instead of telling them to be quiet and instructing them to go straight home. Last year I
called out the Lambeth Noise Team and they agreed that the noise level was not acceptable.
( I am still waiting to hear back from them with their report!)
Once the club is finished, I then have to contend with the staff throwing the empty glass
bottles in the bin. This usually happens around 4am and if that isn’t bad enough, they often
leave the bright light on outside and this light shines right into my bedroom.
Since COVID I am now working from home. I am slowly adjusting to this new normal, so the
thought of Fu Manchu Arch 635 reopening is filling me with pure anxiety. My wellbeing is
1

going to be affected if they are allowed to reopen. I also worry that social distancing will not
be adhered to.
Residents in this area already suffer noise nuisance and antisocial behaviour at all hours from
the many clubs/bars that are on Clapham High Street. My next door neighbour recently
moved out because of the noise.
In view of the above, I would urge he Licensing Authority to refuse the application.
Yours faithfully,
Ms Waveney Larrier
Lendal Terrace, London, SW4
Resident for 39 years.

Regards,
Waveney Larrier
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